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The probabilistic approach to human
reasoning
Mike Oaksford and Nick Chater
A recent development in the cognitive science of reasoning has been the
emergence of a probabilistic approach to the behaviour observed on ostensibly
logical tasks. According to this approach the errors and biases documented on
these tasks occur because people import their everyday uncertain reasoning
strategies into the laboratory. Consequently participants’ apparently irrational
behaviour is the result of comparing it with an inappropriate logical standard.
In this article, we contrast the probabilistic approach with other approaches to
explaining rationality, and then show how it has been applied to three main
areas of logical reasoning: conditional inference, Wason’s selection task and
syllogistic reasoning.

In a standard reasoning task, performance is
compared with the inferences people should make
according to logic, so a judgement can be made on the
rationality of people’s reasoning. It has been found
that people make large and systematic (i.e. nonrandom) errors1,2, which suggests that humans might
be irrational3,4. However, the probabilistic approach
argues against this interpretation. Rather than view
this behaviour as error prone it is argued that
performance has been compared with the wrong
normative standard. When the comparison is with
probability theory rather than logic, participants’
reasoning is seen in a more positive light. This
approach was first applied to Wason’s selection task5,
where many models have been proposed6–11 and
investigated12–17. More recently the probabilistic
approach has been extended to the other core areas of
the psychology of reasoning: syllogisms18–20 and
conditional inference21–24, where the need for a
probabilistic approach has been most apparent25–29.
We first contrast the probabilistic approach with
other approaches to human rationality. We then
discuss the inadequacy of logic as an account of
everyday reasoning, and show why a probabilistic
approach looks more promising. We then review its
application to explaining the core tasks in reasoning
research (see above).
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Both mental-logic approaches30 and mental-model
approaches31 argue that systematic deviations from
logic represent unavoidable performance errors. In
both approaches limitations in working memory
restrict people’s reasoning abilities. In mental logic,
the length of a formal derivation is the limiting
factor. In mental models the number of models
(quasi-pictorial mental representations of the
meaning of a logical statement) that must be retained
sets the limit. According to both approaches people
http://tics.trends.com

are rational in principle but err in practice; that is,
people’s logical reasoning algorithms are sound but
constrained by cognitive limitations.
These approaches are hard to reconcile with two
facts. First, error rates can be as high as 96% (in
Wason’s selection task). Second, everyday rationality
in guiding thought and action seems to be highly
successful. How can this success be understood if
peoples’ reasoning system is prone to so much error?
Other theorists distinguish two types of rationality
to resolve this apparent conflict32. Everyday
rationality does not depend on formal systems like
logic and only formal rationality is constrained and
error prone. But how then is the success of everyday
inference to be explained? There would appear to be
no obvious alternative, aside from arguing that
everyday rationality is also based on formal principles
of reasoning. But this seems to bring us full circle.
The probabilistic approach resolves this problem.
Everyday reasoning is probabilistic and people make
errors in so-called logical tasks because they
generalize these strategies to the laboratory. This
approach has been much influenced by Anderson’s
account of rational analysis32–36. Other authors have
also questioned the appropriateness of the normative
theories used to assess human reasoning37,38.
According to the probabilistic approach much
experimental research in the ‘psychology of deductive
reasoning’ does not engage people in deductive
reasoning at all but rather engages strategies
suitable for everyday reasoning. In the next section
we explain why everyday reasoning is best
characterized probabilistically rather than logically.
Everyday inference: logic or probability?

Everyday inferences are uncertain. Suppose someone
believes that birds fly, it is not clear how to capture
the patterns of inference that this everyday
generalization permits. For example, standard logic,
which mental logic and mental models assume to be
normative, will not do because it allows
‘strengthening of the antecedent’. Formalizing this
generalization as ‘if something is a bird it flies’, entails
that if someone knows that Tweety is a bird, they can
infer that Tweety flies. However, strengthening of the
antecedent means that when given further
information, like Tweety is an Ostrich, they should
still infer that Tweety flies. But, intuitively, this new
piece of information should defeat the previous
conclusion: everyday inferences are defeasible. There
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Box 1. Logic and everyday reasoning
Standard logic cannot account for conditionals in everyday inference. An
alternative account of conditionals is given by the Lewis–Stalnaker
possible-worlds semanticsa,b. The intuitive idea for a counterfactual
conditional such as ‘if Tweety had been a bird, he would have been able to
fly ’ is that in the world maximally similar to the actual world (α) but in
which Tweety was a bird, he could fly. This semantics can be applied to the
indicative conditional (where we simply don’t know whether Tweety is a
bird). When this is done it is clear that strengthening of the antecedent
(see main text) cannot hold. For example, ‘if it ’s a bird, then it flies’ does
not imply that ‘if it ’s a bird and it’s an ostrich, then it flies’. The worlds in
which the antecedents are evaluated will differ – the world most similar to
α in which something is a bird is not the same as the world most similar
to α in which something is an ostrich. In particular, in the first world, the
thing will most probably fly (because most birds fly); but in the second
world, the thing will not fly (because ostriches can’t fly). However, for
psychological purposes we need an account of the formal processes that
can implement this semantics. The programme of attempting to
mechanize reasoning about the way the world might be, has been taken
up by the study of knowledge representation in artificial intelligence (AI).
However, it is far from clear that formal attempts in AI can capture the
Lewis–Stalnaker semanticsc.
Problems arise when the inferences that can be made from one
antecedent intuitively conflict with the inferences that can be made from
another. For example, knowing that ‘Tweety is a sparrow ’ leads to the
conclusion that ‘Tweety flies’, whereas knowing that ‘Tweety is one second
old ’ leads to the conclusion that ‘Tweety cannot fly ’. This leads to the
problem of what we infer when we learn that ‘Tweety is a one-second-old
sparrow ’, that is, when the antecedent is strengthened. It is intuitively
obvious that a one-second-old sparrow cannot fly. However, formally, it is
not obvious how to capture this conclusion. We can formally regard these
two pieces of information as two conditional rules: if something is a bird it
can fly, and if something is one second old it cannot fly. Formal proposals
in AI appear to be unable to break the symmetry between these rules and
specify which of these conflicting conclusions we should acceptd. There
have been various alternative proposals in AI that attempt to deal with this
problem of strengthening the antecedent, or default reasoningd–g.
However, these approachesh–j all seem to fall foul of similar problems.
Moreover, mental logicsk and mental modelsl also fail to address these
issues because they formalize the conditional using standard logic.
However, as we have seen, standard logic is unable to capture the use of
conditionals in everyday inference.
References
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are a number of logical proposals to get around this
problem (see Box 1) but none appears to succeed39–44.
The probabilistic approach handles this case
naturally by interpreting conditionals using
conditional probability. Thus, the statement birds fly
claims that the conditional probability of something
flying, given that it is a bird, is high. Probability theory
naturally captures defeasibility. If all that is known is
that something is a bird, then the probability that it
flies might be, say, 0.9 [P(flies|bird) = 0.9]. However,
the probability of it flying given that it is a bird and an
ostrich is near 0 [P(flies|bird, ostrich) ≈ 0], and the
probability of it flying given that it is a bird and a
parrot may be, say 0.96 [P(flies|bird, parrot) = 0.96].
All these statements are compatible according to
probability theory. So the result of strengthening the
antecedent leads to acceptable results. This approach
to the meaning of conditional statements was
proposed in philosophy by Adams45,46, and has been
used in artificial intelligence by Pearl47,48.
Everyday inference in the laboratory

We now review in detail how the probabilistic approach
has been applied in the three main areas of human
reasoning research. We present them in the order of
inferential complexity (least first). We concentrate on
our own research because the models we have proposed
all explicitly aim to show how biases in human
reasoning can have a rational basis. Thus, they
attempt to resolve the paradox of why such a successful
organism should appear so irrational in the laboratory.
Conditional inference

Conditional inference involves presenting
participants with a conditional premise, if p then q,
and one of four categorical premises, p, not-p, q, or
not-q. Logically, given p participants should draw the
conclusion q and given not-q they should draw the
conclusion not-p. These are the logically valid
inferences of modus ponens (MP) and modus tollens
(MT) respectively. Moreover, given not-p participants
should not draw the conclusion not-q and given q they
should not draw the conclusion p. These are the
logical fallacies of denying the antecedent (DA) and
affirming the consequent (AC) respectively. So,
logically, participants should endorse MP and MT
equally and they should refuse to endorse DA or AC.
However, in fact they endorse MP significantly more
than MT and they endorse DA and AC at levels
significantly above zero.
Following other researchers in this area25–29 we
proposed a model of conditional reasoning based on
conditional probability21. The greater the conditional
probability of an inference the more it should be
endorsed. The meaning of a conditional statement was
defined in a two by two contingency table7,21 (Fig. 1).
The contingency table represents a conditional rule,
if p then q, where there is a dependency between the p
and q that may admit exceptions (ε). a is the probability
of the antecedent, P(p). b is the probability of the
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Fig. 1. The contingency
table for a conditional
rule, if p then q, where
there is a dependency
between the p and q that
may admit exceptions (ε).
a = P(p), b = P(q), and
ε = P(not-q|p).
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consequent, P(q). ε is the probability of exceptions; that
is, the probability that q does not occur even though p
has, P(not-q|p). Conditional probabilities for each
inference were then derived. For example, the
conditional probability for MP, that is, P(q|p) = 1–ε,
depends only on the probability of exceptions. With few
exceptions the probability of drawing the MP inference
will be high. However, the conditional probability of
MT [that is, P(not-p|not-q) = (1–b–aε)/(1–b)] depends
on the probability of the antecedent, P(p), and the
probability of the consequent, P(q), as well as the
probability of exceptions. As long as there are
exceptions (ε > 0) and the probability of the antecedent
is greater than the probability of the consequent not
occurring [P(p) > 1–P(q)], then the probability of MT is
less than MP [P(not-p|not-q) < P(q|p)]. For example, if
P(p) = 0.5, P(q) = 0.8 and ε = 0.1, then P(q|p) = 0.9 and
P(not-p|not-q) = 0.75.
This model accounts for the people’s preference for
MP over MT. The conditional probabilities associated
with DA and AC also depend on these parameters,
which means that they can be non-zero. Consequently
the model also predicts that the fallacies should be
endorsed to some degree. This model has also been
applied to a variety of other effects in conditional
inference21,22 (see Box 2).
In the conditional probability model, and in
others25,27,28, the conditional premise alone is regarded
as uncertain. But what happens when the categorical
premise is also uncertain? People tend to endorse
conclusions that are only as probable as the least
probable premise26,29. This is consistent with
probability theory because the probability of the
conclusion can be regarded as the product of the
probabilities of the two premises26,29. For example, for
DA, the probability that the conclusion not-q is
endorsed is P(not-q|not-p).P(not-p). Of course, when
the categorical premise, not-p, is certain [P(not-p) = 1],
then this account reduces to the model above.
However, some recent research26 has shown behaviour
less consistent with probability theory and more
consistent with alternative formalisms for dealing
with uncertainty, such as Dempster–Shafer theory49.
Wason’s selection task

The probabilistic approach was originally applied to
Wason’s selection task, in which participants must
select cards to find out whether a rule [e.g. ‘if there is
an A on one side of the card (p) there is a 2 on the
http://tics.trends.com
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other side (q)’] is true or false6,50,51. Participants see
four cards, one with A showing (p), one with K (not-p),
one with 2 (q) and one with 7 (not-q). They are told to
select only those they must turn in order to find out
whether the rule is true or false.
In the information-gain model6 people are
assumed to select evidence (i.e. turn cards) to
determine whether q depends on p, as in Fig. 1 (the
dependence hypothesis, HD), or whether p and q are
statistically independent (the independence
hypothesis, HI). Participants are looking for evidence
that provides the most discrimination between these
two hypotheses. Initially, participants are maximally
uncertain about which is true; that is, the prior
probabilities of HD and HI are each 0.5.
The participants’ goal is to select evidence (turn
cards) that would be expected to produce the greatest
reduction in this uncertainty. This involves
calculating the posterior probabilities that the
hypotheses, HD or HI, are true given some evidence.
These probabilities are calculated using Bayes’
theorem, which requires information about prior
probabilities [P(HD) = P(HI) = 0.5] and the likelihoods
of evidence given a hypothesis; for example, the
probability of finding an A when turning the 2 card,
assuming HD [P(A|2, HD)]. These likelihoods can be
calculated directly from the contingency tables for
each hypothesis: for HD, the contingency table in
Fig. 1, and for HI, the independence model, where the
cell values are simply the products of the marginals.
The expected reduction in uncertainty by turning any
of the four cards can then be calculated.
Assuming that the marginal probabilities P( p) and
P(q) are small (the ‘rarity assumption’), the p and the
q cards would be expected to provide the greatest
reduction in uncertainty about which hypothesis was
true. Consequently, the selection of cards that
seemingly demonstrates human irrationality might
reflect a rational data-selection strategy. Indeed this
strategy might be optimal in an environment where
most properties are rare – for example, most things
are not black, not ravens, and not apples – but this
has been disputed9,50.
This model can account for most of the findings on
the selection task (see Box 3) and it has been
defended2,51 against a variety of objections9,10,17,52–56.
There has also been much research testing the
empirical predictions of this and alternative
probabilistic models10,11,13–16. Alternative models50
take either a ‘disinterested’ approach to human
inquiry6,11 or a ‘decision-theoretic’ approach9,10. The
disinterested approach was outlined above.
Disinterested approaches, like the information-gain
model, make no assumptions about the value people
might or might not place on particular types of
evidence. By contrast, decision-theoretic approaches
explicitly introduce these utilities into the decision to
select a card. They make the same predictions for most
of the data but diverge when people do not believe a
hypothesis. On the decision-theoretic view,
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Box 2. Explaining conditional inference
The behaviour of the conditional-inference
model is shown in Fig. I. This behaviour
explains the two principal effects observed
in conditional inference: negative conclusion
bias, and suppression effects. Negative
conclusion bias arises in Evans’ negation
paradigma–c. Here, negations are used in the
antecedents and consequents of the rules to
create four task rules (where A = Affirmative,
N = Negative): if p then q (AA); if p then not-q
(AN); if not-p then q (NA); and if not-p then
not-q (NN). This manipulation means that
half the conclusions of any inference will be
affirmative and half of them will be negative.
‘Negative conclusion bias’ is observed when
participants endorse more inferences with a
negative conclusion than with an affirmative
conclusion. Negated categories have a
higher probability than their affirmative
counterparts; for example, P (x is a dog) < P (x
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is not a dog)d,e. Consequently if a
conclusion is negated then it corresponds
to a high-probability conclusion. The
probability of the conclusion is on the
x-axis in Fig. I. It is clear that as this
probability increases so the probability
with which the model predicts an inference
should be endorsed also increases. So the
model can explain negative conclusion
bias. Recent experiments are broadly
consistent with this account f–h.
Suppression effects occur when further
information reduces the degree to which
an inference is endorsed. For example, if
someone is told that ‘if the key is turned the
car starts’ and that ‘the key is turned ’, they
are likely to infer that ‘the car starts’, by
modus ponens (MP). However, if they are
also told that ‘if the petrol tank is not empty
the car starts’, they are less likely to endorse
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Fig. I. How the probability that a conclusion should be drawn (y-axis) varies as a function of the probability of the
premise, P (premise), and conclusion (x-axis) for DA (b), for AC (c) and for MT (d). The probability that an MP
inference should be drawn (a) relies only on the exceptions parameter ε [P (not-q|p)]. Where no value appears this
is because it violates the assumptions of the probability model (ε = 0.25). Values of P (premise) are: blue squares, 0.1;
violet squares, 0.3; green squares, 0.5; blue circles, 0.7; red squares, 0.9.

participants should now select not-q cards, regardless
of rarity. According to the disinterested approach,
however, card selection is independent of believability.
http://tics.trends.com

that conclusion because the car might not
start if the petrol tank is empty. The petrol
tank being empty provides an exception to
the rule. These cases have been called
‘additional antecedents’, and it has been
shown that they suppress the valid
inferences modus ponens, MP, and modus
tollens, MT (Ref. i). These effects are directly
predicted by the probabilistic model, as can
be seen from Fig. Ia. Additional antecedents
correspond to high values of the exceptions
parameter, ε [P (not-q|p)]. As Fig. Ia shows,
as this parameter increases, the probability
that the MP inference should be drawn
decreases. This also happens for MT. More
counter-intuitively, the model predicts that
increases in this parameter should also
decrease endorsements of the conclusions
‘denying the antecedent’ (DA) and ‘affirming
the consequent’ (AC) (see main text, and
Ref. j), and this effect has been observedk.
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We have argued that the current evidence favours
the disinterested approach with respect to the
standard selection task50. However, there are task
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Box 3. Explaining the selection task
The behaviour of the ‘information-gain
model’ in shown in Fig. I. In modelling
performance on the selection task, perhaps
the most important point to observe from
these density plots is that when P (p) and P (q)
are both small there is a region where the
probability that the q card should be selected
is greater than the probability that the not-q
card should be selected. When participants
do the selection task, the most frequent
response is to select the p and the q cards
only. This behaviour is usually regarded as

irrational. However, according to the
information-gain model, if the probabilities
of the antecedent and consequent are quite
small (‘the rarity assumption’) then this
selection of cards is the rational selection:
these two cards are more informative
about which hypothesis is true. That the
probabilities of the antecedent and
consequent should be low is consistent with
the observation that the categories of natural
language divide the world up quite finely.
So, for example, very few things are tables,
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Fig. I. The probabilities with which a card should be selected as a function of the probabilities of the antecedent
[P(p), x-axes] and the consequent [P (q), y-axes] according to the revised information-gain model. The lighter the
region the greater the probability that a card should be selected. These probabilities were calculated by
transforming the information gains using a logistic selection-tendency functiona. The prior probabilities, P (MI)
and P (MD) were set to 0.5 and the exceptions parameter (ε) was set to 0.1. Points in the lower-right triangular
region in black violate the assumptions of the dependence model that P (q) > P (p)(1 – ε).

manipulations57, particularly involving reasoning
about practical action58, that require a decisiontheoretic approach. Indeed, in our original paper on
the selection task6 the decision-theoretic approach
was taken to these task versions, and we still believe
that this is appropriate. Nonetheless, whichever
approach one takes, despite some contrary results17,
it is now firmly established that, ‘…no account of the
selection task is sufficiently general if it cannot take
account of the set size of p and the set size of q or the
probability judgements which reflect these’15.
http://tics.trends.com

cars or gorillas. There is now good evidence
that rarity is the default assumption when
people are testingb,c or framing
hypothesesd. The version of the model
reported here meets a variety of theoretical
objections, provides more rigorous fits to
the data, and can account for more of the
recent evidence on data selection.
In particular, the model provides
detailed fits to the data obtained when
negations are varied in the antecedents
and consequents of the rules used in the
selection task (see Box 2). For example,
when this is done, participants select far
more not-q cards for the if p, then not-q
rule than the if p, then q rulee. Given the
contrast set account of negation (see
Box 2), Fig. I reveals why this should be the
case. It is clear from the lower two panels
in Fig. I that as the probability of the
consequent, P (q), increases, so the
probability that the q card should be
chosen decreases but the probability that
the not-q card should be chosen increases.
It has also been shown that card selections
vary in this way when P (p) and P (q) are
varied rather than negationsf.
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Syllogistic reasoning

The probabilistic approach has also been extended to
syllogistic reasoning, in which a conclusion is drawn
from two premises (e.g. ‘Some of the artists are
beekeepers’; ‘All the beekeepers are chemists’;
therefore, ‘Some of the artists are chemists’). In the
probability heuristics model19 (PHM) the probabilistic
interpretation of conditionals is extended to
quantified claims: All, Some, None, and Some...not.
In the contingency table of Fig. 1, if there are no
exceptions, then the probability of the consequent
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Box 4. Probabilistic heuristics for syllogistic reasoning
There are three generation heuristics (G1–3) in the probability-heuristics
model:
(G1) The min-heuristic: choose the quantifier of the conclusion
to be the same as the quantifier in the least informative premise
(the min-premise).
The most informative conclusions that can validly follow almost always
follows this rule.
Some conclusions probabilistically-entail (‘p-entail’) other conclusions.
For example, if All X are Y, then it is probable that Some X are Y (this will
follow as long as there are some Xs). Thus, the second heuristic is:
(G2) p-entailments: the next most preferred conclusion will be
the p-entailment of the conclusion predicted by the minheuristic (the ‘min-conclusion’).
Heuristics G1 and G2 specify the quantifier of the conclusion. The third
heuristic, the attachment-heuristic, specifies the order of end terms in the
conclusion:
(G3) Attachment-heuristic: if just one of the possible conclusion
subject noun phrases matches the subject noun phrase of just
one premise, then the conclusion has that subject noun phrase.*
(where subject noun is: All X, All Z, Some X, Some Z, etc.)
Crucially, Some X are not Z and Some X are Z have the same subject
noun phrase: ‘Some X ’. We illustrate these heuristics with an example
(where ‘_’ stands as a place holder for a subject of predicate term in the
mental representation of the putative conclusion):
Some Z are Y
All Y are X
Some _ are _
Some Z are X
Some _ are not _
Some Z are not X

(min-premise)
(max-premise)
(by min)
(by attachment)
(by p-entailment)
(by attachment)

By the min-heuristic, the conclusion is Some. The min-premise has an
end term (Z) as its subject. Therefore, by attachment, the conclusion will
have Z as its subject term, and the form Some Z are X. The p-entailment of
the min-conclusion is Some Z are not X which is predicted to be the next
most endorsed conclusion.
G1–G3 generate syllogistic conclusions. It is assumed that people are
rarely able to test these conclusions for p-validity (or, for that matter, logical
validity). However, it is argued that people use two test heuristics that
provide a fast and frugal estimate of how likely the conclusion generated by
G1–G3 is to be informative and p-valida:
(T1) The max-heuristic: be confident in the conclusion generated by
G1–G3 in proportion to the informativeness of the most informative
premise (the max-premise).
(T2) The Some...not-heuristic: avoid producing or accepting Some...not
conclusions, because they are so uninformative relative to other
conclusions.
*We thank Geoff Goodwin (Brisbane University, Australia; pers. commun.) for pointing out
an error in the original formulation of G3 (Ref. a). Although the example is consistent with
the definition we provide here, the original definition was too narrow.
Reference
a Chater, N. and Oaksford, M. (1999) The probability heuristics model of syllogistic
reasoning. Cognit. Psychol. 38, 191–258
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given the antecedent, (P[q|p]), is 1. The conditional
and the universal quantifier All have the same
underlying logical form: ∀x(P(x) ⇒ Q(x)).
Consequently universal claims, such as All Ps are Qs,
were interpreted as asserting that the probability of
the predicate term (Q) given the subject term (P) is 1;
that is, P(Q|P) = 1. Probabilistic meanings for the
other quantifiers are then easily defined: None,
P(Q|P) = 0; Some, P(Q|P) > 0; Some...not, P(Q|P) < 1.
Given these probabilistic interpretations it is
possible to prove which conclusions follow,
probabilistically, for all 64 possible syllogisms
(i.e. which syllogisms are ‘p-valid’). Moreover, given
these interpretations, and again making the rarity
assumption (see above on the selection task), the
quantifiers can be ordered in terms of how
informative they are: All > Some > None > Some...not.
It turns out that a simple set of heuristics defined
with respect to the informativeness of the premises
can successfully predict the p-valid conclusion if there
is one (see Box 4).
The most important is the min-heuristic, which
states that the conclusion will have the form of the
least informative premise. So for example, a p-valid
syllogism, such as All B are A; Some B are not C,
yields the conclusion Some A are not C. This simple
heuristic captures the form of the conclusion for most
p-valid syllogisms (see Box 5). Moreover, if overgeneralized to the invalid syllogisms, the conclusions
it suggests match the empirical data very well. Other
heuristics determine the confidence that people have
in their conclusions and the order of terms in the
conclusion (see Box 4).
The most important feature of PHM is that it can
generalize to syllogisms containing quantifiers, such
as Most and Few, that have no logical interpretation.
In terms of Fig. 1 these quantifiers are used when
there are some (Most) or many (Few) exceptions. So
the meaning of Most is: 1 – ∆ < P(Q|P) < 1, and the
meaning of Few is: 0 < P(Q|P) < ∆, where ∆ is small.
These interpretations lead to the following order of
informativeness: All > Most > Few > Some > None >
Some...not. Consequently, PHM uniquely makes
predictions for the 144 syllogisms that are produced
when Most and Few are combined with the standard
logical quantifiers. We showed previously that these
heuristics pick out the p-valid conclusions for these
new syllogisms, and reported experiments that
confirm the predictions of PHM when Most and Few
are used in syllogistic arguments18.
There has already been some further work on
syllogistic reasoning consistent with PHM (Refs 19,20).
For example, the min-heuristic captures the novel
distinction between strong and weak possible
conclusions19. Take the syllogism All Y are X; Some Z
are Y. The conclusion Some Z are X, follows
necessarily from these premises; No Z are X, is
impossible, but Some Z are not X and All Z are X are
possible. Some possible conclusions are endorsed as
strongly as necessary conclusions (e.g. Some Z are
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Box 5. Explaining syllogistic reasoning
Table I shows the results of a meta-analysis showing
the weighted average of correct responses to the
logically valid syllogismsa–d. The pairs, for example,
(X,Z), in the syllogistic premises are ordered to show
their status as the subject (first) or the predicate
(second) term. The logically valid conclusion and the
number of mental models required to reach that
conclusion are also shown.
These data reveal how the heuristics of PHM
can explain the data. Note that all the syllogisms
above the red line are drawn more often than all
those below it (with one exception). Moreover,
all the syllogisms above the blue line are drawn
more often than all of those below it. All the
syllogisms above the red line conform perfectly to
the min-heuristic (G1; see Box 4); those below,
although not violating the min-heuristic (the
conclusion is less informative than the minconclusion), do not conform to it. All those
syllogisms that are below the blue line only have a
very uninformative Some...not conclusion (T2) and
interestingly this conclusion is drawn only as often
as None which is the min-conclusion. Moreover,
Some...not is a p-entailment of None (G2). Finally, all
those syllogisms above the red line also have very
informative max-premises (T1). Thus, it would seem
that a set of very simple heuristics defined with
respect to the informativeness of the premises can
explain the differences in performance for the
logically valid syllogisms.
References
a Chater, N. and Oaksford, M. (1999) The probability heuristics
model of syllogistic reasoning. Cognit. Psychol. 38, 191–258
b Dickstein, L.S. (1978) The effect of figure on syllogistic
reasoning. Mem. Cognit. 6, 76–83

not X ) and some are endorsed as weakly as impossible
conclusions (e.g. All Z are X). Possible strong
conclusions all conform to the min-heuristic; that is,
they either match the min-premise or are less
informative than the min-premise. Possible weak
conclusions all violate the min-heuristic (bar one);
that is, they have conclusions that are more
informative than the min-premise.
At first sight, mental-models theory also explains
this result. Strong possible conclusions are those
licensed in the initial model but not in subsequent
models. Weak possible conclusions are those licensed
only in non-initial models. This means that the
conclusions recommended by the min-heuristic
correspond to those licensed by initial mental
models. This is an interesting coincidence, as neither
theory was constructed with the distinction between
strong and weak possible conclusions in mind.
However, it is unclear why mental-models theory
licenses these initial models. The only suggestion
that has been made is that it is an ‘emergent
http://tics.trends.com

Table I. Meta-analysis of syllogisms
Syllogism

Conclusion

No. of Meana
mental
models

All(Y,X), All(Z,Y)

All

1

89.87

All(X,Y), All(Y,Z)

All

1

75.32

All(Y,X), Some(Z,Y)

Some

1

86.71

Some(Y,X), All(Y,Z)

Some

1

87.97

All(Y,X), Some(Y,Z)

Some

1

88.61

Some(X,Y), All(Y,Z)

Some

1

86.71

No(Y,X), All(Z,Y)

No

1

92.41

All(X,Y), No(Z,Y)

No

1

84.81

No(X,Y), All(Z,Y)

No

1

88.61

All(X,Y), No(Y,Z)

No

1

91.14

All (X,Y), Some…not(Z,Y) Some…not

2

67.09

Some…not(X,Y), All(Z,Y) Some…not

2

56.33

All(Y,X), Some…not(Y,Z) Some…not

2

66.46

Some…not(Y,X), All(Y,Z) Some…not

2

68.99

Some(Y,X), No(Z,Y)

Some…not

3

66.46

No(Y,X), Some(Z,Y)

Some…not

3

16.46

Some(X,Y), No(Z,Y)

Some…not

3

51.90

No(X,Y), Some(Z,Y)

Some…not

3

30.38

Some(Y,X), No(Y,Z)

Some…not

3

48.10

No(Y,X), Some(Y,Z)

Some…not

3

32.91

Some(X,Y), No(Y,Z)

Some…not

3

26.58

No(X,Y), Some(Y,Z)

Some…not

3

44.30

aThe

means in the final column are weighted by sample size.

c Johnson-Laird, P.N. and Bara, B.G. (1984) Syllogistic
inference. Cognition 16, 1–62
d Johnson-Laird, P.N. and Steedman, M. (1978) The psychology
of syllogisms. Cognit. Psychol. 10, 64–99

property’ of the computer program that embodies the
mental models theory. But no account of the
principles underlying initial model construction that
can explain why this property emerges has been
forthcoming. In summary, PHM would appear to be
gaining some empirical support.
Everyday and logical inference revisited

Finally, we consider a potential problem for the
probabilistic approach. Some people do reason
logically some of the time37,38 and they tend to score
more highly on IQ tests38. This observation has been
interpreted as supporting a dual-process view10.
‘System-1’ processes are automatic, unconscious and
based on implicitly acquired world knowledge.
‘System-2’ processes are controlled, analytical and
based on explicitly acquired formal rules. The
probabilistic approach provides a computationallevel theory of System-1 processes in which the
probabilities involved are considered as summary
statistics computed over world knowledge. On this
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Questions for future research
•

•

•

•

The probabilistic approach has largely concentrated on the
computational level of explanation. A challenge is to move to the
algorithmic level and to propose theories of the actual mechanisms that
implement these processes in the mind/brain. In this regard Bayesian
networks47,48 look promising.
We regard the probabilities in the models as deriving from world
knowledge. But providing an account of the storage and retrieval of
world knowledge on the scale required to explain human cognition and
reasoning is not a tractable problem60. Major breakthroughs in the
computer science of knowledge-based systems will probably be required
before complete explanations of human reasoning will be possible.
Other accounts of human reasoning, in particular mental models, have
been extended beyond the core tasks discussed in this paper. The viability
of the probabilistic approach depends on showing that it can be extended
to these areas and continue to make novel predictions on the way.
How human reasoning relates to information processing in the brain
has not been seriously addressed by any theory (even though studies of
the relationship between reasoning and the brain have begun61,62).
The probabilistic approach might be helpful here because of the
relationship between Bayesian networks and neural networks63. That is,
probability theory could provide the right language in which to connect
‘higher’ level cognition to brain-style computation.
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Shedding light on brain function: the
event-related optical signal
Gabriele Gratton and Monica Fabiani
One of the basic goals of cognitive psychology is the analysis of the covert
processes that occur between stimulus and response. In the past 20–30 years,
the tools available to cognitive psychologists have been augmented by a
number of imaging techniques for studying the ‘brain in action’ in a
non-invasive manner. These techniques have their strength in either temporal
or spatial information, but not both. We review here recent advances of a new
approach, the event-related optical signal (EROS). This method allows
measurements of the time course of neural activity in specific cortical
structures, thus combining good spatial and temporal specificity. As an
example, we show how EROS can be used to distinguish between serial and
parallel models of information processing.
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A new brain imaging technique, the event-related
optical signal (EROS), combines spatial resolution
of better than a centimetre with temporal resolution of
the order of milliseconds, which makes it ideal to study
the time course of neural activity in localized cortical
areas. The imaging signal reflects changes in the
optical scattering properties of brain tissue that are
concurrent with neuronal activity. Because the same
instrument that measures EROS can also detect
hemodynamic phenomena that occur subsequent to
neuronal activity, this technique is uniquely suited
to study the relationship between neuronal and
vascular effects (neurovascular coupling). Presently,
limitations of the technique include reduced
penetration (so that only structures within 3–5 cm
from the surface of the head can be studied) and
relatively low signal-to-noise ratio, which in reality
requires that data is averaged across subjects.
http://tics.trends.com

Two major classes of functional brain imaging
methods are most used at present: hemodynamic
techniques (such as PET and fMRI), which are
particularly useful for visualizing where neural
activity occurs; and electrophysiological techniques
(such as event-related brain potentials – ERPs, and
magnetoencephalography – MEG), which are
particularly useful for determining when activity
occurs1. Both classes of technique have provided
important data for understanding the brain
processes underlying cognitive function2–4. However,
each of them specializes in a particular domain, but
provides limited information in the other domain.
For this reason, several investigators have proposed
that they be combined to provide spatio–temporal
maps of brain activity5,6. This approach requires the
assumptions that the different signals are
co-localized and respond similarly to experimental
manipulation, assumptions that need to be validated
in each case.
Light scattering changes associated with neural activity

EROS is based on a different approach from previous
methods, and in particular on the fact that lightscattering properties of neural tissue change when
the tissue is active. This phenomenon was first
demonstrated more than 50 years ago7, and has been
used to study the behavior of large numbers of
individual neurons in parallel8. Rector et al. have
shown that the same method can be used to study
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